
 

Neurodevelopmental model of Williams
syndrome offers insight into human social
brain
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Williams syndrome-derived neurons in culture. Credit: UC San Diego Health

In a study spanning molecular genetics, stem cells and the sciences of
both brain and behavior, researchers at University of California San
Diego, with colleagues at the Salk Institute of Biological Studies and
elsewhere, have created a neurodevelopmental model of a rare genetic
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disorder that may provide new insights into the underlying neurobiology
of the human social brain.

The findings are published in the August 10 online edition of Nature.

Scientists investigated Williams syndrome or WS, a rare genetic
condition caused by deletion of one copy of 25 contiguous genes on
chromosome 7, out of an estimated 30,000 genes in the brain. WS
affects one in 10,000 people worldwide, and an estimated 20,000
Americans. The condition occurs equally in both genders and across
cultures.

WS results in a host of medical problems as well as a specific heart
defect. Persons with the deletion typically display a distinctive face with
a small, upturned nose, wide mouth, full lips and small chin and may also
have dental and orthopedic problems. Neurologically, they have
developmental delays, with severe spatial deficits, yet relative strengths
in language use and face processing.

"An interesting aspect is the typical hyper-social predisposition," said
study co-author Ursula Bellugi, EdD, director of the cognitive
neuroscience lab at Salk and an adjunct professor at UC San Diego who
has studied WS for years. "Persons with the WS deletion tend to be
overly friendly, overly trusting, drawn to strangers, yet anxious."

But Bellugi said it has not been clear how genetics links to the behavioral
aspects of WS. "A human model for the disease could fill in the
scientific gaps and would help to understand the mechanisms behind the
disorder. WS is an elegant model for being able to go across levels," she
said.

Co-senior study author Alysson Muotri, PhD, associate professor of
pediatrics and cellular and molecular medicine at UC San Diego School
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of Medicine, became intrigued by WS because the condition is so
different from his usual research focus on autism, which is characterized
by lower sociability and language skills.

"I was fascinated on how a genetic defect, a tiny deletion in one of our
chromosomes, could make us friendlier, more empathetic and more able
to embrace our differences," Muotri said.

In recent years, Muotri and colleagues have created in vitro cellular
models of autism using reprogrammed induced pluripotent stem cells
(iPSC) derived from discarded baby teeth of children with autism, work
dubbed the "tooth fairy project." They did so again here.

The team began with dental pulp cells extracted from teeth donated by
young children with WS. The cells were reprogrammed to become
neural progenitor cells able to form functional neuronal networks
resembling the developing cortex of the human brain in a dish.

"We discovered that WS neural progenitor cells failed to proliferate due
to high levels of cell death," said Muotri. "And as a consequence of the
lower replication of progenitor cells, WS brains have reduced cortex
surface area." The observation was validated using magnetic resonance
imaging of live study participants by Eric Halgren, PhD, professor in the
Department of Neurosciences at UC San Diego School of Medicine, and
colleagues.

Cultured WS neurons have a distinct morphology. They are more
arborized (treelike, with many dendritic branches) than neurons derived
from typically developing individuals. "At the functional level, they
make more synapses or connections to other neurons than what you
would expect," said Muotri. "That might underlie the WS super-social
aspect and their gregarious human brain, giving insights into autism and
other disorders that affect the social brain."
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The neuronal morphology was confirmed using a rare collection of WS
postmortem brain tissue by Katerina Semendeferi, PhD, co-senior author
and professor at UC San Diego Department of Anthropology. "One
striking observation was that these cortical neurons in WS individuals are
more complex than controls (typically developing children of same age).
The morphological alterations that presumably appeared during WS
gestation are kept postnatally."

Muotri noted that the research represents one of the first efforts to use
iPSCs and brain in-a-dish technology to generate novel insights about a
disease process and not simply replicate data from other models.

But beyond that, he believes studying WS may help explain what makes
humans social beings - a key development in the evolution of humanity.
"It was our social power that made us a collaborative species," said
Muotri, "capable of dramatic transformation of our environment by
creating poetry, music and technology."

  More information: Thanathom Chailangkarn et al, A human
neurodevelopmental model for Williams syndrome, Nature (2016). DOI:
10.1038/nature19067
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